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LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL











Religious Community $ 10,000
Government $ 97,661
Bar Associations $ 8,000
TOTAL $1,203,686
Gifts and Grants Were Designated to the Following Funds in 1988-89




Beverly Hills Bar Association
Scholarship
Harriet L. Bradley Chair in
Contract Law
James P. Bradley Chair in
Constitutional Law
Lee Norman Bradley '83 Memorial
Scholarship Fund -
Benno M. Brink Award
Theodore A. Bruinsma
Scholarship Building Fund
Fritz B. Burns Donovan Memorial
Fund
Fritz B. Burns Memorial
Scholarships
William M. Byrne, Sr. Trial
Advocacy Competition Award
Capital Gifts
Rev. Charles S.Casassa, S.J.
Building Fund
Chapel of the Advocate
Rube Chodos Memorial
Scholarship Fund
Class of 1950 Scholarship Fund
Class of 1952 Scholarship Fund
Class of 1956 Scholarship Fund
Burton R. Cohn '77 Memorial
Scholarship Fund
Walter and Arcelia Cook Award
Fund
Steven P. Crickard '77 Memorial
Fund
Dean's Unresticted Fund
J. Rex Dibble Memorial
Scholarship Award
Rev. Joseph J. Donovan, S.J.
Memorial Fund
Evening Student Bar Association
Scholastic Award Fund
Farmers Insurance Group Law
Scholarship
General Scholarship Fund
Instructional Hall of the '70s




Ida B. Keiser Scholarship Fund
Law Affiliates of Los Angeles Award
Law Distributors Scholarship
Law Library and Learning Resource
Center Law Review
Gerald J. Levie '48 Memorial
Scholarship Fund
Loyola of Los Angeles Law Review
Loyola Law School Hispanic Alumni
Scholarship Foundation, Inc.
Robert D. Lynch '72 Memorial
Scholarship
Louis Mantalica Memorial Fund
Wade Hampton McCree
Scholarship




J. Phillip Nevins Memorial Book
Award
Orange County Fund
Florine Carmen Phelps Scholarship
Public Interest Fund
William M. Rains Library
The Mabel Wilson Richards
Scholarship Fund
Karl Seuthe Memorial Scholarship
Fund for Trial Advocacy
Austin Taggart Smith '67 Memorial
Fund
Rev. Richard A. Vachon, S.J.
Memorial Scholarship
Western Law Center for the
Handicapped
Law Firms and Corporations




Gibson Dunn and Crutcher
Hughes Aircraft Co.
International Business Machines
Johnson & Higgins, California
Koskoff, Koskoff and Bieder, PC
Litton Industries Foundation
Mayer, Brown and Platt
McDonnell Douglas Foundation
Mead Data Central









Smith Kline Beckman Foundation
Times Mirror Foundation
U.S. Trust Company of New York
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Watson Land Company




Fritz B. Burns Foundation
Hugh and Hazel Darling
Foundation
Loyola Law School Hispanic Alumni
Scholarship Foundation, Inc.
Mabel Wilson Richards Scholarship
Fund
Organizations
Beverly Hills Bar Association
Irish American Bar Association
Loyola Evening Student Bar
Association
Corporate and Foundation Contributions
If you work for, represent or serve on the board of corporations or
foundations which are in a position to make charitable contributions,
please remind them to think of us.
Members of the Fritz B. Burns
Foundation, William R. Hannon (I),
Joseph Rawlinson and J. Robert
Vaughan (r) present check for the
Rev. Charles S. Casassa Building to
Father Loughran, Father Casassa
and Dean Frakt.
Joseph J. Donovan, S.J. Fellows
The late Reverend Joseph J. Donovan, S.J., was a founding member of
Loyola Law School and Regent of the school for 44 years. Membership in
the Donovan Fellows is achieved by annual gifts of $1,000 and above.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Anderson '50
Brian K. Brandmeyer '62
Leslie C. Burg '54
Martin J. Burke '26
Wen Ying Chao
David M. Chodos '66
Robert G. Clinnin '53
Leonard Cohen '51
Sy R. Cohen '62
Thelma B. Cohn
John J. Collins '61
Barbara W. Crowley '74
Daniel A. Curry '60
Robert S. Dickerman '49




Kevin P. Fiore '69
Tom Flesh '75
Darrell A. Forgey '73
Robert Forgnone '70
Thomas E. Garcin '52
John A. Girardi '72
Mr. and Mrs. Stafford R. Grady
Howard Hom '76
Marianne Huesman '78
Coit I. Hughes, Jr. '50
Jesuit Community at Loyola
Marymount University
Karl A. Keener '72
Thomas Keiser '76
James N. Kenealy, Jr. '52
James Krueger '65
David Laufer '67
Bernard E. LeSage '74
Robert H. Lentz'56
John R. Long
Hugh L. Macneil '48
Steven M. Martin '49
James J. McCarthy '61
John M. McCormick, Sr '46.
Joseph M. McLaughlin '55
Peter A. Menjou '64
Robert Nibley '42
Jack M. Ostrow '47
James M. Radnich '56
Charles R. Redmond'75
Hon. Mark P. Robinson '50
Nicholas P. Saggese '80
Adam Siegler '84
Roman M. Silberfeld '74
Jerry R. Stern
Roger M. Sullivan '52
Hon. Ross Gene Tharp '52
Richard E. Troop '69
J. Robert Vaughan '39
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Waters
Irene Ziebarth '84
Name an Endowed Scholarship for You or Your Designee
You may endow and name a scholarship for you or your designee. Estab-
lished now, your scholarship fund will benefit students today and for many
years into the future.
A minimum gift for scholarship endowment is $25,000 which can be paid
over a period of 5 years.
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J. Rex Dibble Fellows
The late J. Rex Dibble, professor and sixth dean of the Law School, gave
over 40 years of his life to teaching and leadership. Membership in the
Dibble Fellows is achieved by annual gifts of $500 and above.
Wayne W. Armstrong '70
Michael A. Barth '70
Teresa L. Beaudet '80
Mel D. Blumenthal '67
Robert S. Brazelton '58
John H. Brink '57
Elsa H. Kernan Butts '55
Lyn & Thomas Cacciatore '781'71
Victor E. Chavez '59
Charlotte E. Costan '84
Mr. and Mrs. Jack A. Crickard
Thomas M. Dankert '55
Michael C. Denison '74
George H. Dulgarian '72
Richard L. Franck '52
Marilyn J. Fried '78
Joseph C. Girard '71
Samuel Goldfarb '554
Jonathan H. Greenspan '75
Martha W. Hammer '79
William B. Ingram
Hon. Charles E. Jones '65
Robert M. Kern '70
Harry J. Kim '62
Gordon J. King '77
William K. Kramer '63
Michael Leahy '78
Michael D. Leventhal '67
Robert M. Loch '75
Katherine E. McGovern
Mark E. Minyard '76
Randall Morrow '78
Geraldine Mund '77
Prof. Michael Wolfson '73 and Kristina
Callahan with Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C.
Burg '54.
Anthony Murray '64
Robert M. Myers '75
Gerald W. Newhouse '74
Ruth Orcutt & Edward M. Phelps '751'75
Laurence G. Preble '68
John Quirk '79
Doris Schaffer '79
Robert Peter Schmitz '68
Guillermo W. Schnaider '69
Frederica M. Sedgwick '70
Hon. Warren E. Sial' 'lter '42
David M. Smith '67
Andrew R. Steiker '84
Arnold J. Stone '56
Eugene Topel '65
Penelope & William Walsh IV '62/'65
Brian T. Wardlaw '74
Michael E. Wolfson '73
Walter Henry Cook Fellows
The late professor Walter Henry Cook taught many of today's leaders of the
Bench and Bar during his 27 years at Loyola Law School. Membership in the
Cook Fellows is achieved by annual contributions of $250 and above.
Michael W. Arlen 79
Thomas G. Baggot '48
Mrs. Maripaul Salmon Baier '55
Robert· C. Baker 71
Judith Ilene Bloom 75
Richard J. Bogh 78
Edward R. Brown '63
Rosette Carollan Cadry '88
Frank P. Campbell '61
Daniel C. Cassidy '68
John J. Cayer '54
Thelma Jane Cebula '83
Roxanne Elise Christ '85
Lynn J. Cicotte 77
Jack D. Cohen '85
Janet T. Davidson 78
Robbie A. Dick '83
Stephen C. Dill '86
Franklin M. Dorey '50
William O. Dougherty '67
Joseph C. DuRoss '32
James L. Erkel 78
Willim C. Falkenhainer '59
Arthur N. Frakt
Marjorie R. Friedlander 76
Orlan S. Friedman '50
Phyllis M. Gallagher 77
Gregg A. Gann '80
Charles W. Garrity '61
Myrna K. Greenberg '83
Joseph E. Gregorich 71
Cahterine B. Hagen 78
Philip Karpel 77
Hon. Otto M. Kaus '49
Stephen M. Kirkpatrick 78
Baldo M. Kristovich '38
Hon. John R. Kronenberg '58
Robert F. LaScala '68
Lawrence E. Leone 77
Janet I. Levine '80
Frederick J. Lower, Jr. '64
Phillip R. Marrone '69
David R. McEwen 75
Rita J. Miller 79
Michael E. Mohr '86
Martin R. Morfeld76
Robert T. Moulton '59
Lilli B. Musil '84
William E. Nelson '51
Roger L. Neu 78
Gregg A. Noel '82
Joanne B. O'Donnell '83
John C. Pierson 73
James T. Rayburn 72
Roger D. Reynolds 78
Sherry Ridgley 78
Mario A. Roberti '60
Brig. Gen. Nathan J. Roberts
Barton W. Robertson '68
Burton S. Rosky '53
Jeanne C. Rubin '80
Philip Shiner '69
Craig S. Simon 77
Lawrence I. Stern 74
Joseph Taback '57
Lloyd Tevis '50
Gino D. Urbano '64
Nancy J. White '82
Matching Gifts -If you or your spouse work for a firm or corporation which will
match your contribution, please contact your personnel office for the details.
Any matching contribution made by your company is credited to you. For
instance, if you make a gift of $250 and your company matches, you would be
credited with a gift of $500 for your honor roll listing.
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Advocates
Advocates membership is achieved by annual gifts of $100 and above.
Helen Oda Abe '73
John O. Adams '70
Franklin S. Adler '73
Paul A. Ahles '75
Gregory T. Annigian '71
Hon. Benjamin Aranda III '69
Daniel L. Arkin '78
Jean M. Arnwine '81
Bill R. Atkinson '79
Edgar W. Averill, Jr. '69
Burton Bach
Alan C. Bail '78
Brian M. Barnard '69
Thomas J. Beaudet '51
Paul A. Becker '78
Norman M. Beegun '71
Robert J. Bell '76
Pamela A. Benben '81
Linda J. Berberian '87
Robert P. Bernfeld '78
Steven N. Bloom '79
Henry J. Bogust '55
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Bradley
Barry A. Bradley '86
Robert J. Brantner '77
Herbert A. Braun '60
Edythe L. Bronston '80
Phyllis R. Brourman '83
Nancy C. Brown '81
Alexander J. Bryant '63
Hon. Sam Bubrick '50
Mrs. Louis Burke
John C. Butler '75
Laurie J. Butler '78
James S. Cahill '76
John P. Callahan '57
Diana J. Carloni '81
Steven J. Carnevale '73
Lubomyr M. Carpiac '75
Hon. John P. Carroll '51
Peter C. Carton '73
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Stephen L. Chesney '83
Anthony B. Ching
Nancy King-Von Chiu '75
John Y. Chu '66
Janet L. Chubb '67
Alfred M. Clark III '81
Kathleen L. Clemens '74
Michael J. Clemens '51
Patricia A. Clemens '74
Roberta A. Conroy '80
Richard E. Conway '73
Clayton E. Cooper '69
William G. Coskran '59
James L. Crandall '70
Julie and Charles L. Crouch III '79/'78
Larry R. Cucovatz '77
Claudia R. Culling '80
Hon. James E. Cunningham, Sr. '41
Robert H. Dahl '58
Alice L. Dale '78
Thomas J. Daly '85
William W. Davis '68
Howard J. Deards '42
Hon. Leo A. Deegan '39
R. Michael Devitt, Jr. '65
Richard L. Dewberry '75
Nicholas Dewitt '79
Michael A. Dion '58
Frank W. Doherty '40
Anthony P. Dominis
Paul A. Dow '72
Mark J. Drever "82
Karen M. Durfee '84
Leo H. Dwerlkotte '39
Joseph S. Dzida '79
Maria Fitzgerald Dzida '74
Steven J. Dzida '74
Robert M. Ebiner '53
Paul D. Eisner '76
Carol Williams Elswick '83
Seth Richard Etinger '64
Nancy Beth Even 73
Terrence A. Everett '78
Kaye L. Evleth-Burns '85
Taylor Ewell '88
Douglas J. Farrell 75
John F. Fay '50
Phil Maynard '80 congratulates
Randy Wenker '64 on his prize at
the Fourth Annual Golf Tournament.
Janice L. Feinberg '85
Jody Z. Feldman '84
Deborah Perfetti Felt 76
Alan E. Fenton '29
D. Annette Fields '82
Steve A. Filarsky '80
William A. Finer 72
Owen G. Fiore '61
Richard A. Fitzgerald '42
Stan Flinkman '50
Herbert L. Forer '62
S. Dorothy Fox 72
Roger A. Franklin '66
Ellen T. Friedman '83
Susan L. Frierson 76
Glenda Gabel '81
Hon. Richard A. Gadbois, Jr. '58
Hon. Helen L. Gallagher '55
Colette Y. Garibaldi '80
Donald L. Gerecht '70
Howard Gershan '65
Sidney J. Gittler 78
Gregory W. Goff 78
Judith Gold
Dale B. Goldfarb 75
Madeline Goodwin
Diane M. Gordon '83
Samuel W. Gordon 71
Daniel M. Graham 77
Robert L. Graham 71
Pamela G. Gray 76
William M. Grewe '81
Linda C. Grillo '80




John R. Hanna 79
Norman L. Hanover '60
Michael D. Hanson 78
William Harris '87
Angela Hawekotte 79
Paula L. Hess 79
Nancy C. Hillgren 79
William C. Hobbs '60
J. Michael Hope '85
Paul C. Horgan 70
Hon. Francis J. Hourigan '68
Martin B. Howard '86
Edward J. Howell 70
John M. Inferrera 75
Richard M. Ishikawa 79
Dean A. Jelmini 77
Kjehl T. Johansen '84
Jane L. Johnson '80
Hon. Richard P. Kalustian '63
John A. Kaniewski '83
Gideon Kanner
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Anthony H. Kaufman '88
Joel A. Kaufman '73
Hon. Haig Kehiayan
Elwood S. Kendrick
Gregory G. Kennedy '78
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Mr. and Mrs. Terrence McGovern '50
and Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Kurlander '50 enjoy the afternoon at
Santa Anita.
Lance N. Kerr '77
Joan B. Kessler '86
William L. Kimball '85
Michael P. King '68
Martin J. Kirwan '51
James J. Kjar '80
Hon. Earl Klein '57
Mr. and Mrs. Howard M. Knee
Margot O. Knuth '80
Debra L. Korduner '82
Michael S. Korney '64
Marlene A. Kristovich '78
Thomas B. Kristovich '72
Moshe Jesse Kushman '87
Dr. Barbara Cerniglia Lack '73
Walter J. Lack '71
Daniel D. Laufenberg '83
Rubin M. Lazar '51
Michael D. Le Cover '76
Ronald M. LeBow '78
Dianne C. Lebovits '79
Sandra G. Lee '85
James D. Leewong'74
Mark E. Lehman '76
Terry C. Leuin '82
Mark Warren Levie
Marla E. Levine '80
Barry R. Levy '72
Gordon P. Levy '58
James G. Lewis '73
Sheldon I. Lodmer '70
Melanie E. Lomax '74
Conrad J. Lopes '69
Hon. William E. MacFaden '36
Edward D. MacFarlane '73
Frank N. Malanca '69
Pamela and John J. Mallon 1'73
Frederick A. Mandabach '72
Mrs. Louis Mantalica
Gordon J. Marhoefer '72
Robert M. Marshall, Sr. '62
Shanon L. Mason '75
James C. Maupin '54
Christopher May
Jill Mazirow '86
Daniel E. McCoy '69
Richard A. McDonald '86
Kevin J. McGee '79
Terrence N. McGovern '50
Hon. Charles R. McGrath '63
Joseph McGinness '84
Thomas M. Mcintosh '70
Lawrence J. McLaughlin '78
Patrick W. McLaughlin '72
Michael J. McNamara '72
Deborah J. McNulty '81
Timothy P. McNulty '81
Ronald R. McQuoid '65
..,
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William V. McTaggart, Jr. '78
Richard Mednick '66
Alice T. Merenbach '66
Vicki J. Michel '79
Paul J. Molloy '37
Stephen C. Moore '73
Patrick D. Moran '75
Denis J. Moriarty '82
Richard G. Morris '76
Patricia R. Mortl '79
Allan W. Muchmore '48
Joseph W. Mullin, Jr.'29 -
Bruce A. Nahin '77
Melville H. Nahin '53
Hon. John M. Nairn '49
Dale Y. Nakashima '75
Hon. Michael Nash '74
John R. Nelson '80
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Nelson '751'73
Kenneth L. Nelson '66
Mary B. Nevins
Michael F. Newman '78
Carl D. Nielsen '81
James T. C. Noe '73
Hon. Robert C. Nye '48
James W. O'Neil '61
Bruce B. Osterstrom '80
William M. Pace '80
William O. Parker '58
David J. Pasternak '76
Gary M. Paul '74
Donald Peckner '76
Richard L. Picheny '86
Swan C. Pierson '46
Thomas M. Polinger '77
Patrick A. Randolph
Halbert B. Rasmussen '83
Cynthia D. Reich '86
Esther Shapiro Richmond '64
Tod W. Ridgeway '71
Barbara Roberts '79
Judith Roberts '83
Karen Barlavi Roberts '77
Larry M. Roberts '82
George C. Robison '73
Richard I. Roemer '53
Martha Roof '73
David A. Rosen '81
Richard R. Ross '73
James A. Rothstein
Matilda A. Rummage '77
John J. Russo '79
Hon. William F. Rylaarsdam '64
Shahab Shane Sagheb '83
Sandra L. Sakamoto '83
Albert L. Sassoe, Jr. '82
Vincent B. Sato '82
Hon. Michael T. Sauer '62
Arthur T. Schaertel '74
Hilary M. Schaper '83
Hon. Floyd H. Schenk '50
Richard E. Schlottman '55
Laddie A. Schmidtbauer, Jr. '74
Robert C. Schnieders '74
Michael Schnoebelen '50
Nathan Schwartz '35
Suzanne Y. Schwartz '82
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A spirited Professor Gideon Kanner
in the Loyola Law School Library.
Han. Wm. F. Rylaarsdam '64 hears
arguments from a student during the
Jessup Moot Court competition at the
Law School.
Tzivia Schwartz '86
Henry N. Seligsohn '64
Randolph Sharon '84
Keith A. Sharp '83
Maureen E. Sheehy 79
Charles B. Sheppard 74
Gary Y. Shigemura 70
Stanley R. Siegel '67
Edward L. Sierra 79
Stanley Silberman 71
Ann Silver
Ami Virginia Silverman '87
Arnold Simon '67
Stuart A. Simon 78
Gary S. Smolker 73
Deborah J. Snyder '85
George M. Snyder '80
Vicki R. Solmon '80
Carole Ann Heller Solomon 74
Randy M. Spiro 78
Timothy G. Steuart '84
William J. Sulentor 72
Peter J. Sullivan '67
Stephen T. Swanson '69
William J. Sweeney71
Hon. Meredith C. Taylor 75
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Testolin
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John B. Tharp 75
Lane J. Thomas 76
Neal Barry Thompson, Jr. 71
Gregory B. Thorpe '82
Vincent W. Thorpe '59
Rebecca Jenise Thyne '86
Paula Anton Tipton '67
Rolf M. Treu 74
Elizabeth S. Trussell 78
Lawrence J. Turner '84
Michael R. Tyler '83
Martha A. and Gerald F.
Uelmen '87/'62
Richard M. Vacar '85
Stephen G. Valensi '49
Claire Van Dam 73
Richard M. Vokulich '84
Philip B. Wagner '57
Kenneth D. Watase 77
Raymond L. Wehrimeister '84
Dr. and Mrs. Weingarten
Paul H. Weisman '82
Noel W. Weiss 76
Robert Wenke
Alfred R. Westfall '60
Allan E. Wilion 74
Michael R. Wilkinson '82
Barry D. Williams 78
O. Jean Williams 77
Dennis C. Winters 79
Warren I. Wolfe '62
Erik Wong '84
Suey Y. Wong 73
Paul C. Workman '80
David C. Wright 72
David F. Yamada 74
Hon. James S. Yip '58
N. Gregory Young 73
Polly A. Young 76
James A. Zapp '80
Russell G. Zarett 72
Harry N. Zavos 71
Joel L. Zwick 70
Associate Advocates
Associate Advocates make gifts of $25 and above.
S. William Abel '73
Leroy A. Abelson '73
M. Hope Aguilar '85
Michele S. Ahrens '82
Mark C. Allen III '74
S. Robert Ambrose '58
Robert J. Anderson '85
Barbara Gould Archibald '82
Richard M. Arias '67
Daniel L. Arkin '78
Phil Arlen
Raoul Aroz '86
Michael Steven Askenaizer '80
Marie G. Baca '84
Linda J. Ballard '85
Jesse J. Banuelos '85
Neil A. Barclay '76
Douglas H. Bareham '86
William G. Barker '72
Clayton J. Beaver, Jr. '70
Harriet H. Beck '80
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Beck
Paul A. Becker '78
Barton Beek '55
Paul Beemer '77
Wayne S. Bell '79
Martin Ray Berman '86
L. Victor Bilger, Jr. '78
Maureen Wolfe Binder '70
Mark S. Blackman '85
Martin J. Blake '61
Linda M. Blank '86
Thomas J. Borris '79
Andrea L. Bouas '85
Katherine Helen Bower '84
Cary G. Branch '41
Susan Brant '85
Marc A. Bronstein '77
Edwin B. Brown '79
Glenn A. Brown, Jr. '82
David L. Burns '80
Elaine M. Burton '82
Hon. James Michael Byrne '65
Guillermina Byrne '81
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Campbell
Michael J. Cappelli '79
Rufino Marcelino Cardoso '85
A. Diane Carpenter '84
David C. Carr '86
James G. Cassidy '66
Peter T. Cathcart '80
Nancy G. Cattell '71
Michael D. Celio '83
Gerald Chester '88
Michael H. Chun '79
Gerald L. Cline '76
Cary Clovicko '80
Norman Wayne Coe '86
Robert M. Cohen '76
Carolyn Rae Cole '84
Montgomery Cole '80
Christopher K. Cooper '85
Gerald P. Cotter '69
Michael Thomas Creighton '84
Maureen A. Crowley '83
Paul L. Csiszar '86
Lawrence H. Damm '78
Jennifer Martyn Damon '84
Bruce C. Davis '78
Jeanne R. Dawson '84
Richard A. Dawson '60
Donald De Benedictis '78
William T. Del Hagen '75
Eric C. Demler '80
Albert P. DiRocco, Jr. '84
Frank Xavier Dipolito '88
Christopher S. Dombrowski '83
Jim Donohoo '82
Pamela L. Douglas '88
Marc C. Doyle '80
Ronald J. Drescher '86
Prof. Mary Jane Dundas '70
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Kevin P. Duthoy '78 Francis A. Gately, Jr. '63
Maria Carmen Duthoy '79 Patrick S. Geary '74
Gail H. Effros '80 Annette Gilliam '87
Charles L. Eggleton '76 Dr. Peter C. Gimpel '84
Arnold Eisenberg '85 Captain George J. Gliaudys '68
Forest L. Elliott, Jr. '72 Lynda R. Goldman '85
Merak Eskigian '84 Robert L. Golish '80
Malcolm C. Ewing '73 James H. Goudge '80
Hon. Michael J. Farrell '65 Lawrence D. Graeber '81
Larry P. Fidler '74 Jeffrey R. Graves '80
Edward F. Figaredo '83 Lori C. Green '83
John E. Finn '51 Paul H. Green '81
David M. Flader '85 Alison Greene '87
Andrew Reed Flier '88 Randall E. Greer '74
Christina Flores '85 Paul H. Greiner '85
Michael E. Flynn '85 Karen R. Growdon '78
Kenneth Tom Fong '88 Richard L. Hall '73
Maurice D. Fraider '45 Thomas L. Halliwell '86
Michael F. Frank '86 Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Halm
Danille L. Harder '79
12 Lee W. Harwell, Jr. '84
M. Jonathan Hayes '71
Robert B. Heller '84
Harry S. Herbert '78
Mary C. Herndon '87
William A. Herreras '63
Leonard R. Herrst '69
Mark S. Hill '86
Hon. Kei Hirano '59
Karl J. Hoch '77
Professor Edith Friedler '80 teaches
Marianna Hofer '85
Marco S. Holbrook '85International and Comparative Law.
William F. Holbrook '85
Steven Holland '87
Richard A. Honn '79
Cynthia Franks-Zimmer '84 Elvoyce Hooper '74
Mark A. Frazee '78 Sharon Besel Hoppler '82
Carol Slater Frederick '75 J. Thomas Hummer '85
Allan L. Fredland '67 Robert M. Hunt '79
Alan J. Freisleben '78 Richard M. Ishikawa '79
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce A. Friedman Dr. Elinor R. Ives
Ellen T. Friedmann '83 Lynn T. Jackson '86
Thomas W. Fry '83 Stephen Jamieson '84
George W. Fulton, Jr. '74 Joan A. Jernegan '82
Eric A. Joe '82
Julius Johnson '80
Steve K. Johnson '82
Bobette L. Jones '78
Candace Ahrens Kallberg '83
Stephen L. Kaplan
David M. Karen '84
Gerald K. Kitano '72
Michael P. Kleine '80
Elyse B. Kline '77
Jordan Kort '87
Lawrence J. Kraines '73
Lance Krajewski '73
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kramer
Jeanine H. Krause '81
Gary S. Kress '76
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Kriegsman
Sherrill Kusher '84
Stephen M. Lathrop '86
Antoinette A. Le Bel '82
David C. Lederer '83
Janice B. Lee '85
Eileen Lemmon '87
Leonard S. Levy '73
Jodi Lewis '87
William D. Lockett '71
Christopher D. Lockwood '83
Patrick T. Loughman '78
Nancy A. Luke '83
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Lund
Johanna Lundy '75
Michael K. Maher '75
Christopher S. Maile '84
M. Guy Maisnik '84
Selma Mann '83
George J. Marinelli '76
Linda I. Marks '80
Ann Marie Marsh '83
Lee B. Marshall '78
Gabriel A. Martinez '81
Tania S. Mayer '85
Kimberly McDonald '79
Michael D. McDonald '75
Richard A. McDonald '86
Cynthia A. McFall '85
Deirdre Elise McGrath '87
Kathleen G. McGraw '81
Vincent J. McGraw '68
Michael Gerard McGuinness '87
Julia C. McKinney '81
Clarence C. McMaster II '-82
Mary Ann McNamar '82
Curtis L. Metzgar '82
Gary J. Miller '70
James W. Miller '73
Linda C. Miller '80
Maxine Miller '85
Timothy V. Milner '83
Ken Rodney Minami '86
Allen Charles Mixon III
Denise Moehlman '86
Glenn Mondo '84
Carol Jo Morgan '82
David L. Moring '78
David Alan Moses '88
Terese M. Mosher-Beluris '82
Bonita Shulman Mosher '87
K. Mouhibian '82
Larry C. Mount '82
Leslie N. Murdock '85
Kristin Hogue Murk '79
Martin J. Murphy '87
James G. Murray '85
Robert R. Nash '77
James C. Neil '74
Dr. and Mrs. Roger C. Nelson
Robert F. Nichols, Jr. '65
Peter Niciforos '81
Maria G. Niciforos '81
Alan B. Nishimura '83
Charlene M. Norris '78
Lee O'Connor '79
Kathleen R. O'Laughlin '82
Rose M. Ochi '72
William B. Ofner '66
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Tyna C. Orren '82
Daniel A. Osborn '87
Juliana Otis '82
Robert J. Overzyl '71
William M. Pace '80
Attilio G. Parisi '34
Ernie Zachary Park '78
William L. Parker '77
Joan E. Partritz '77
Mimi G. Peak '83
Patrick J. Perrett '68
Jay R. Perrin
Paul E. Pierce '82




Alan B. Rabkin '79
John A. Rafter, Jr. '86
Michelle J. Rafter '80
Bonnie Carrasco Ramirez '84
Jane F. Reid '83
Mary Kay Reynolds '79
Michael Reznick '84
Andrew J. Rhodes '75
Steven N. Richman '81
Mark Riedel '86
David L. Rittenberg '72
Jack H. Robbins '82
Barry L. Rodolff '84
Walter K. Rosen '82
Anthony T. Ross '71
Judith Rothrock '84
William A. Rowland '82
Lois E. Rubin '80
Yvonne E. Rutkowski '84
Laura Lee Saadeh '87
Sandra L. Sakamoto '83
Joseph M. Salamunovich '81
Meredith A. Salamunovich '81
Julia A. Saltoun '83
Eliot R. Samulon '75
Francisco R. Sanchez '85
Ronald N. Sarian '85
Sblend A. Sblendorio '83
Mark A. Schadrack '85
John F. Schilling '73
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Schneiderman
Douglas K. Schreiber '78
Marshall M. Schulman '52
Douglas A. Scott '73
Daniel A. Seigel '68
Robin Duboe Seigle '77
Darlene R. Seligman '79
Meghan Dooner Serwin '86
Shelly J. Shafron '75
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sheldon
Jeanette M. Shuey-Baugh '84
Shari Kreisler Silver
Michael S. Simon '86
Linda Sirk
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Skinner
Michael L. Sloan '81
Paul M. Smith '77
Larry A. Snyder '81
Lee Ann Snyder '82
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Solomon
Christine D. Spagnoli '86
Matthew F. Spaulding '83
Steven M. Spector '71
Mary C. St. John '86
Patricia D. Stanley
Jay Statman '80
Jeffrey S. Stern '81
Jeffrey R. Stoke '86
L. Stone
Mark Stone '74
Matthew P. Stone '88
Howard T. Strauss '76
Linda Leck Streeter '82
Joel R. Strote
Antony I. Stuart '79
Jack Stuart '82
Amy F. Suehiro '84
James J. Sullivan '85
Diana L. Summerhayes '83
Mark Leon Sutton '85
David G. Swanson '81
Julia E. Sylva '83
John R. Szewczyk '83
Kenneth S. Tang '80
Walter E. Taylor '85
John C. Teal, Jr. '73
Warren H. Telting '76
Alan K. Terakawa '77
Michael J. Terhar '79
Victor G. Tessier '54
Raul M. Thorbourne '71
Mitchell C. Tilner '80
Lee W. Tower '80
Thomas N. Townsend '68
Patricia Y. Trendacosta '86
Aviv Tuchman '87
Gregory R. Valentine '74
Gregory R. Vanni '82
Lesley Mehren Vaughn '82
Michael Villalobos '83
Linda J. Vogel '83
Clyde P. Von Der Ahe '81
Michael J. Wagner '75
Frank R. Wallace '73
Richard F. Walmark '84
John R. Walsh '83
Mr. & Mrs. Ken Skinner and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Martino '39 celebrated the
dedication of Donovan Hall.
Marc Ward '84
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Warner
Janet Wasserman
Laurie Weinberg '87
Ann L. Weinman '80
William R. Weisman '73
Lt. Col. Gerald R. Wheatley '85
Elizabeth A. White '81
Rebecca J. Winthrop '84




To all our graduates and friends:
This is a very exciting time for Loyola Law School. Our graduates are
achieving outstanding success in practice, in obtaining prestigious judicial
clerkships and on the Bar Examination; our full-time faculty, now numbering
over 50, is increasingly prominent in the world of legal scholarship while
maintaining Loyola's tradition of excellence in teaching, and, once again you,
our alumni and friends, have increased your participation and generosity for
which I and the entire Law School community are deeply grateful.
The number of donors supporting the Advocates, the alumni annual fund
drive, has grown from 522 in 1985 to 817 in 1989, a significant increase.
The goal for the 1989-90 Advocates Campaign is 1,000 alumni donors.
Construction has begun on the Father Charles S. Casassa Building which
will add much- needed classroom, trial advocacy and legal skills faciljties,
student offices, an expanded bookstore, and, most importantly, a
much-needed library expansion in the Hugh and Hazel Darling Pavilion.
,--- With all of these advances, student scholarships remain the most critical
16 element in assuring that Loyola will continue its historic mission of service to
. the community and opportunity to the talented and deserving to gain a
quality legal education.
This year our total scholarships exceeded $1.2 million. Our first-year class
received more than $440,000 in scholarships, much of which was awarded
to members of under-represented minority groups. In all, some entering 42
students received major awards. Still, four out of five of our students
including many who are highly deserving both in terms of their personal and
intellectual quality as well as their financial need receive no scholarship
assistance while at Loyola - and will graduate heavily burdened with debt.
Each year, we lose several outstanding candidates and transfers because
we cannot provide them with appropriate aid. Although our endowment has
grown from $240,000 to $10,000,000 over the last decade, we are most
dependent on two sources of funds: your annual contribution and tuition.
Obviously, heavy reliance on tuition for scholarships places an additional
burden on all of our students, very few of whom, whether full of part-time,
are so solvent that tuition payments are not a concern. As a matter of fact,
according to A.B.'A. statistics, per capita, Loyola Law School students are
more heavily burdened with law school loan debt than almost all of their
peers throughout the nation.
I earnestly ask each one of you to share the fruits of your professional
success with this generation of Loyola students. You can help us provide
the critical support needed. In this, my last year as dean, I can say with
pride that we have an outstanding law school.
Sincerely,









Mr. and Mrs. Roger Beck
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Bradley
Mrs. Louis Burke
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Campbell
Mr. Wen Ying Chao
Mr. Anthony B. Ching
Mrs. Thelma B. Cohn
Mr. and Mrs. Jack A. Crickard
Mr. Anthony P. Dominis
Mr. Arthur N. Frakt
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce A. Friedman
Ms. Judith Gold
Ms. Madeline Goodwin
Mr. and Mrs. Stafford R. Grady
Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Halm
Mr. William B. Ingram
Dr. Elinor R. Ives
Mr. Gideon Kanner
Mr. Stephen L. Kaplan
Hon. Haig Kehiayan
Mr. Elwood S. Kendrick
Mr. and Mrs. Howard M. Knee
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Kramer
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Kriegsman
Mr. Mark Warren Levie
Mr. John R. Long
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Lund
Mrs. Louis Mantalica
Mr. Christopher May
Mrs. Katherine E. McGovern
Mr. Allen Charles Mixon III
Dr. and Mrs. Roger C. Nelson
Ms. Mary B. Nevins
Mr. Jay R. Perrin
Mr. Eugene Pridinoff
Ms. Josephine Pridonoff
Mr. Patrick A. Randolph
Brig Gen. Nathan J. Roberts
Mr. James A. Rothstein
Mr. and Mrs Aaron Schneiderman
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sheldon
Ms. Shari Kreisler Silver
Mrs. Sol Silver
Ms. Linda Sirk
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Skinner
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Solomon
Ms. Patricia D. Stanley
Mr. Jerry R. Stern
J. Stone
Mr. Joel R. Strote
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Testolin
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Warner
Mrs. Janet Wasserman
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Waters













Professor Frankie F. L. Leung
Professor Fred Lower
Professor Richard Macias





Judge Manuel L. Real
Professor Martha Robinson






















1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90
The Advocates Campaign
The Advocates Campaign is the alumni annual giving program for Loyola
Law School. Chairman of the Advocates, Roxanne Christ '85 led the effort
to recruit more alumni donors than ever before. Over 815 donors supported
the Advocates and alumni raised $180,000 to benefit law school programs.
The graph below illustrates current and future growth in the number of














Hon. William E. MacFaden
1937
Paul J. Molloy1938
Baldo M. Kristovich (I) and John R.
Lindley (r) of the Class of 1939 were
honored on their 50 year anniversary of





























Hon. Robert C. Nye
1949
Robert S. Dickerman
Hon. Otto M. Kaus
Steven M. Martin








Hon. and Mrs. Manuel Real '50 (I & r)
with Irene Ziebarth '84 and her husband
Douglas West (c).
Orlan S. Friedman
Co it I. Hughes, Jr.
Terrence N. McGovern
Hon. Mark P. Robinson














James N. Kenealy, Jr.
Marshall M. Schulman
Roger M. Sullivan









Roger Sullivan '52 and his daughter
Terri, a student at the law school,
with the Father Donovan Plaque at
the dedication of Donovan Hall.
Estate Planning - If you have already or plan to include Loyola Law School
in your estate plan, please notify the development office so that we may












Elsa H. Kernan Butts
Thomas M. Dankert


















Hon. Richard A. Gadbois, Jr.
Hon. John R. Kronenberg
Gordon P. Levy
William O. Parker















Archibald Cox (c) was the honored
guest for the 1989 St. Thomas More
Medallion Brunch. He is joined by
Professor Fred Lower '64 and his
daughter Karen '89, a member of the











Sy R. Cohen Richard Mednick
Herbert L. Forer Alice T. Merenbach
Harry J. Kim Kenneth L. Nelson
Robert M. Marshall, Sr. William B. Ofner
Hon. Michael T. Sauer
Warren I. Wolfe 1967
Mel D. Blumenthal
1963 Janet L. Chubb
Edward R. Brown William O. Dougherty
Alexander J. Bryant Allan L. Fredland
Richard A. Dawson David Laufer
-Hon. Richard P. Kalustian Michael D. Leventhal
William K. Kramer Stanley R. Siegel
Hon. Charles R. McGrath Arnold Simon
David Smith
1964 Peter J. Sullivan
Seth Richard Etinger Paula Anton Tipton
Michael S. Korney
Frederick J. Lower, Jr. 1968
Peter A. Menjou Hon. James Michael Byrne
Anthony Murray Daniel C. Cassidy 23
Esther Shapiro Richmond William W. Davis
Hon. William F. Rylaarsdam Capt. George J. Gliaudys
Henry N. Seligsohn Hon. Francis J. Hourigan
Gino D. Urbano Michael P. King
Robert F. LaScala
1965 Patrick J. Perrett
Martin J. Blake Laurence G. Preble
R. Michael Devitt, Jr. Barton W. Robertson
Hon. Michael J. Farrell Robert Peter Schmitz
Sidney J. Gittler Daniel A. Seigel
Hon. Charles E. Jones Thomas N. Townsend
James Krueger
Ronald R. McQuoid 1969
Robert F. Nichols, Jr. Hon. Benjamin Aranda
Eugene Topel Edgar W. Averill, Jr.
William Walsh IV Brian M. Barnard
Clayton E. Cooper
1966 Kevin P. Fiore
James G. Cassidy Leonard R. Herrst
David M. Chodos Conrad J. Lopes
John Y. Chu Frank N. Malanca
Roger A. Franklin Phillip R. Marrone
William A. Herreras Daniel E. McCoy
Guillermo W. Schnaider Thomas P. Cacciatore
Philip Shiner Nancy G. Cattell
Stephen T. Swanson Francis A. Gately, Jr.
Richard E. Troop Joseph C. Girard
Samuel W. Gordon
24 1970 Robert L. Graham
. John O. Adams Joseph E. Gregorich
Wayne W. Armstrong William D. Lockett
Michael A. Barth Vincent J. McGraw
Clayton J. Beaver, Jr. Tod W. Ridgeway
James L. Crandall Anthony T. Ross
Mary Jane Dundas Stanley Silberman
Sandra Elstead Steven M. Spector
Robert Forgnone William J. Sweeney
Donald L. Gerecht Neal Barry Thompson, Jr.
Paul C. Horgan Harry N. Zavos
Edward J. Howell
Robert M. Kern 1972
Sheldon I. Lodmer Richard M. Arias
Thomas M. Mcintosh William G. Barker
Gary J. Miller Paul A. Dow
Frederica M. Sedgwick George H. Dulgarian
Gary Y. Shigemura Forest L. Elliott, Jr.
Joel L. Zwick William A Finer
S. Dorothy Fox
1971 John A. Girardi
Gregory T. Annigian Max Halfon
Robert C. Baker Karl A. Keener






Thomas B. Kristovich Frank R. Wallace
Barry R. Levy William R. Weisman
Frederick A. Mandabach Michael E. Wolfson
Gordon J. Marhoefer Suey Y. Wong
Rose M. Ochi N. Gregory Young
James T. Rayburn
David L. Rittenberg 1974
William J. Sulentor Mark C. Allen III
David C Wright Kathleen L. Clemens
Russell G. Zarett Patricia A. Clemens
Barbara W. Crowley
1973 Michael C. Denison
Helen Oda Abe Steven J. Dzida
S. William Abel Hon. Larry P. Fidler
Leroy A. Abelson Patrick S. Geary
Franklin S. Adler Randall E. Greer
Steven J. Carnevale Elvoyce Hooper
Peter C. Carton Bernard E. LeSage
Richard E. Conway James D. Leewong
Nancy Beth Even Melanie E. Lomax
Malcolm C. Ewing Michael J. McNamara 25
Darrell A. Forgey Hon. Michael Nash
Richard L. Hall James C. Neil
Joel A. Kaufman Gerald W. Newhouse
Lawrence J. Kraines Gary M. Paul
Lance Krajewski Lane Quigley
Walter J. Lack Charles R. Redmond
Leonard S. Levy Arthur T. Schaertel
James G. Lewis Laddie A. Schmidtbauer, Jr.
Edward D. MacFarlane Robert C. Schnieders
John J. Mallon Charles B. Sheppard
James W. Miller Roman M. Silberfeld
Stephen C. Moore Carole Ann Heller Solomon
John S. Nelson Lawrence I. Stern
James T. C. Noe Mark Stone
John C. Pierson Rolf M. Treu
George C.Robison Gregory R. Valentine
Martha Roof Brian T. Wardlaw
Richard R. Ross Allan E. Wilion
John F. Schilling David F. Yamada
Douglas A. Scott
Gary S. Smolker 1975
John C. Teal, Jr. Paul A. Ahles
Claire Van Dam Maureen Wolfe Binder
Judith Ilene Bloom Mark E. Minyard
Lubomyr M. Carpiac Martin R. Morfeld
Nancy King-Von Chiu Richard G. Morris
William T. Del Hagen David J. Pasternak
Richard L. Dewberry Donald Peckner
Douglas J. Farrell Howard T. Strauss
Tom Flesh Warren H. Telting
Carol Slater Frederick Lane J. Thomas
Dale B. Goldfarb Raul M. Thorbourne
Jonathan H. Greenspan Noel W. Weiss
John M. Inferrera Polly A. Young
Robert M. Loch
Johanna Lundy 1977
Michael K. Maher Paul Beemer
Sharon L. Mason Robert J. Brantner
Michael D. McDonald Marc A. Bronstein
David R. McEwen Lynn J. Cicotte
Patrick D. Moran Larry R. Cucovatz
Robert M. Myers George W. Fulton, Jr.
Dale Y. Nakashima Phyllis M. Gallagher
26 Pamela M. Nelson Daniel M. Graham
Edward M. Phelps M. Jonathan Hayes
Ruth Orcutt Phelps Karl J. Hoch
Andrew J. Rhodes Dean A. Jelmini
Eliot R. Samulon Philip Karpel
Shelly J. Shafron Lance N. Kerr
Hon. Meredith C. Taylor Gordon J. King
John B. Tharp Elyse B. Kline
Michael J. Wagner Gary S. Kress
Lawrence E. Leone
1976 Geraldine Mund
Robert J. Bell Bruce A. Nahin
James S. Cahill Robert J. Overzyl
Gerald L. Cline William L. Parker
Robert M. Cohen Joan E. Part ritz
Charles L. Eggleton Thomas M. Polinger
Paul D. Eisner Karen Barlevi Roberts
Marjorie R. Friedlander Matilda A. Rummage
Susan L. Frierson Robin Duboe Seigle
Pamela G. Gray Craig S. Simon
Howard Hom Paul M. Smith
Thomas Keiser Alan K. Terakawa
Michael D. Le Cover Kenneth D. Watase













































Members of the Class of 1979




























Robert M. Hunt Linda C. Grillo
Richard M. Ishikawa Jane L. Johnson
Dianne C. Lebovits Julius Johnson
Kimberly McDonald James J. Kjar
Kevin J. McGee Michael P. Kleine
Patrick W. McLaughlin Margot O. Knuth
Vicki J. Michel Janet I. Levine
Rita J. Miller Marla E. Levine
Patricia R. Mortl George J. Marinelli
Kristin Hogue Murk Linda I. Marks
Lee O'Connor Linda C. Miller
John Quirk Robert R. Nash
Alan B Rabkin John R. Nelson
Mary Kay Reynolds Bruce B. Osterstrom
Barbara Roberts William M. Pace
John J. Russo Jeanne C. Rubin
Doris Schaffer Lois E. Rubin
Darlene R. Seligman Nicholas P. Saggese
Maureen E. Sheehy George M. Snyder
Edward L. Sierra Vicki R. Solmon
28 Antony I. Stuart Jay Statman
. Michael J. Terhar Kenneth S. Tang
Dennis C. Winters Mitchell C. Tilner
Lee W. Tower
1980 Ann L. Weinman
Michael Steven Askenaizer Paul C. Workman
Teresa A. Beaudet James A. Zapp
Harriet H. Beck
Edythe L. Bronston 1981
David L. Burns Jean M. Arnwine
John C. Butler Pamela A. Benben
Peter T. Cathcart Nancy C. Brown
Cary Clovicko Guillermina Byrne
Montgomery Cole Diana J. Carloni
Roberta A. Conroy Alfred M. Clark III
Claudia R. Culling Kevin P. Duthoy
Eric C. Demler Glenda Gabel
Gail H. Effros Lawrence O. Graeber
Steve A. Filarsky Paul H. Green
Gregg A. Gann William M. Grewe
Colette Y. Garibaldi Jeanine H. Krause
Robert L. Golish Julia C. McKinney
James H. Goudge Deborah J. McNulty
Jeffrey R. Graves Mr. Timothy P. McNulty
Maria G. Niciforos William A. Rowland
Peter Niciforos, M.D. Albert L. Sassoe, Jr.
Carl D. Nielsen Vincent B. Sato
Steven N. Richman Suzanne Y. Schwartz
David A. Rosen Lee Ann Snyder
Larry A. Snyder Linda Leck Streeter
Jeffrey S. Stern Jack Stuart
David G. Swanson, Ph.D. Gregory B. Thorpe
Clyde P. Von der Ahe Gregory R. Vanni
Elizabeth A. White Lesley Mehran Vaughn
Wen W. Yang Paul H. Weisman
Nancy J. White
1982 Michael R. Wilkinson
Michele S. Ahrens
Barbara Gould Archibald 1983
Glenn A. Brown, Jr. Phyllis R. Brourman
Elaine M. Burton Thelma Jane Cebula
Jim Donohoo Michael D. Celio
Mark Drever Stephen L. Chesney
D. Annette Fields Maureen A. Crowley
Sharon Besel Hoppler Robbie A. Dick 29
Joan A. Jernegan Christopher S. Dombrowski
Eric A. Joe Mark C. Doyle
Steve K. Johnson Carol Williams Elswick
Debra L. Korduner Edward F. Figaredo
Antoinette A. Le Bel Ellen T. Friedmann
Terry C. Leuin Thomas W. Fry
Patrick T. Loughman Diane M. Gordon
Clarence C. McMaster II Lori C. Green
Mary Ann McNamar Myrna K. Greenberg
Carol Jo Morgan Candace Ahrens Kallberg
Denis J. Moriarty John A. Kaniewski
Terese M. Mosher-Beluris Daniel D. Laufenberg
K. Mouhibian David C. Lederer
Larry C. Mount Christopher D. Lockwood
Gregg A. Noel Nancy A. Luke
Kathleen R. O'Laughlin Selma Mann
Tyna C. Orren Ann Marie Marsh
Juliana Otis Timothy V. Milner
Paul E. Pierce Alan B. Nishimura
John P. Poxon, Jr. Joanne B. O'Donnell
Jack H. Robbins Mimi G. Peak
Larry M. Roberts Jane F. Reid
Walter K. Rosen Judith Roberts
Shahab Shane Sagheb Michael Reznick
Sandra L. Sakamoto Barry L. Rodolff
Julie A. Saltoun Judith Rothrock
Sblend A. Sblendorio Yvonne E. Rutkowski
Hilary M. Schaper Randolph Sharon
Keith A. Sharp Jeanette M. Shuey-Baugh
Matthew F. Spaulding Adam Siegler
Diana L. Summerhayes Michael L. Sloan
Julia E. Sylva Andrew R. Steiker
John R. Szewczyk Timothy G. Steuart
Michael R. Tyler Amy F. Suehiro
Michael Villalobos Lawrence J. Turner
Linda J. Vogel Richard M. Vokulich
John H. Walsh Richard F. Walmark
Marc Ward
1984 Raymond L. Wehrmeister •
Marie G. Baca Rebecca J. Winthrop
Katherine Helen Bower Erik Wong
A. Diane Carpenter Irene Ziebarth
Carolyn Rae Cole
30 Charlotte E. Costan 1985
Michael Thomas Creighton M. Hope Aguilar
Jennifer Martyn Damon Robert J. Anderson
Jeanne R. Dawson Linda J. Ballard
Albert P. DiRocco, Jr. Jesse J. Banuelos
Karen M. Durfee Mark S. Blackman
Merak Eskigian Andrea L. Bouas
Cynthia Franks-Zimmer Susan Brant
Peter C. Gimpel Rufino Marcelino Cardoso
Sandra L. Gryder Roxanne Elise Christ
Lee W. Harwell, Jr. Jack D. Cohen
Robert B. Heller Christopher K. Cooper
Stephen Jamieson Thomas J. Daly
Kjehl T. Johansen Yvonne J. Dodd
David M. Karen Arnold Eisenberg
Sherrill Kushner Kaye L. Evleth-Burns
Christopher S. Maile Janice L. Feinberg
M. Guy Maisnik Jody Z. Feldman
Gabriel A. Martinez David M. Flader
Joseph McGuinness Christina Flores
Kathleen G. McGraw Michael E. Flynn
Glenn Mondo Lynda R. Goldman
Lilli B. Musil Paul H. Greiner
Bonnie Carrasco Ramirez Marianna Hofer
Father Loughran presented awards to 1986
top students at the 1989 Raoul Aroz
Commencement. Douglas H. Bareham
Martin Ray Berman 31
Linda M. Blank
Barry A. Bradley
Marco S. Holbrook David C. Carr
William F. Holbrook Norman Wayne Coe
J. Michael Hope Paul L. Csiszar
J. Thomas Hummer Stephen C. Dill
William L. Kimball Ronald J. Drescher
Janice B. Lee Michael F. Frank
Sandra G. Lee Thomas L Halliwell
Tania S. Mayer Mark S. Hill
Cynthia A. McFall Martin B. Howard
Maxine Miller Lynn T. Jackson
Leslie N. Murdock Joan B. Kessler
James G. Murray Stephen M. Lathrop
Francisco R. Sanchez Jill Mazirow
Ronald N. Sarian Richard A. McDonald
Mark A. Schad rack Curtis L Metzgar
Deborah J. Snyder Ken Rodney Minami
James J. Sullivan Denise Moehlman
Mark Leon Sutton Michael E. Mohr
Walter E. Taylor, Jr. Richard L Picheny
Richard M. Vacar John A. Rafter, Jr.




































Members of the Evening Class of 1986,
Camilla Nichols Andrews (front), and (I
to r) Curtis Howell Ellerman, Christine
Spagnoli, Jana Stuart Ellerman and
Patricia Trendacosta worked the alumni
phonathon this spring with another












For Further Information ...
If you wish to make a gift to Loyola Law School, please
use the enclosed postage paid envelope and do so today.




1441 W. Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90015-3980
(213) 736-1046
Please make your tax deductible gift payable to
Loyola Law School.
If you have questions concerning this publication, please call
(213) 746-1029.
